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UV TOWEL WARMER 
USER MANUAL

For 
KDA-TWAPP-08A 

8L Series



TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Thank you for purchasing our Dermalogic UV Towel Warmer. 
To use this product safely and correctly, please read this
manual carefully and abide by all the directions and notes. 

PRECAUTIONS

OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

Make sure that the machine is firmly situated before opening the door or
turning on the power. 
Only an appropriate power supply can be used. Insert the power plug into a
power outlet.
Only clean and tidily rolled towels or tools placed on the rack can be put into
the warmer.
Close the door after correctly following the procedures and turn on the
cabinet.
Press the UV switch to turn on disinfection. If the blue indicator is on, the
warmer is disinfecting.
Press the power switch to turn on heat. If the red indicator is on, the warmer
is in auto warming mode at the temperature between 150-170℉ (65-75℃). 
The time required for a towel to reach the desired temperature may vary due
to the different starting temperature of the towel. 
The machine should be unplugged when not in use.
Store it in a dry place with good ventilation. 
UV disinfection needs to be turned off manually to control the disinfection
period. We suggest a period of 25 minutes or less.
Close the door when disinfecting. The door is equipped with a protection
device to turn off the UV lamp in case the door is opened while sterilizing.
The UV lamp would not start to work again until the door is firmly closed.
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WARNING

The power plug of the ultraviolet sterilizing warmer is prohibited from inserting in
to a socket without proper grounding device. The towels in the warmer must be
clean. The warmers are not suitable for excessive storage to avoid spontaneous
unusual smell or yellowing because of overheating. The towels should be
cleaned, sterilized, and stored back in the cabinet for another use after storage
in the cabinet of over 24 hours. The disinfection maintains cleanliness so the
towels can be put in the cabinet to use once more. 

Model No: KDA-TWAPP-08A
Product Size: 12.6" x 10.6" x 10.6" 
Capacity: 8L
Voltage: 110/120V, 60 HZ
Power:  130W  
UV Lamp: 3W
Temperature: 150-170℉ (65-75℃)

The power socket used should meet the safety requirement for electricity
and in accordance with the operation requirement on the label. 
Only service technicians may disassemble the ultraviolet sterilizing
cupboard. There is no part you can repair on your own. 
Process: sterilize first then keep warm. Don’t open the door of the
cabinet during disinfection or warming, otherwise it may adversely affect
the disinfection and warming effects. Use tongs to pick up the articles in
the heated cabinet. Don’t use your hands, otherwise it may cause
secondary contamination and scalding. 
Regularly check the water collector to remove accumulated water. Be
sure to remove the power plug before cleaning.
In the case of a damaged power cord, it should be replaced with a
specific cord obtained from the manufacturer or specified service
department. 
Any trouble product should be solved by professional electric serviceman
or serviceman specified by the manufacturer. 
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PROHIBITION

It is prohibited to use outdoors, in high temperature or with poor ventilation. 
It is prohibited to use in the rain, or a moist place.


